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  The fieldThe field



                                      Useful vocabularyUseful vocabulary● A strike : a strike is A strike : a strike is 
called if a batter called if a batter 
swings at a pitch swings at a pitch 
and misses, or if the and misses, or if the 
pitch passes pitch passes 
through the strike through the strike 
zone without being zone without being 
hithit

● A ball : a pitch A ball : a pitch 
thrown outside thrown outside 
the strike zonethe strike zone

4 Leads to a walk4 Leads to a walk

● A homerun : a ball A homerun : a ball 
hit out of the hit out of the 
playing field in playing field in 
fair territory, fair territory, 
scoring a run for scoring a run for 
the batter and the batter and 
any base runnersany base runners

● A base hit : a play in A base hit : a play in 
which the batter which the batter 
hits the ball into hits the ball into 
fair territory and fair territory and 
gets at least to gets at least to 
first basefirst base



SABERMETRICS : The introductionSABERMETRICS : The introduction
HistoryHistory

● Baseball records held since 19Baseball records held since 19thth century century

● 1947 : Analysis of statistics begins when Dodgers GIM hires fires ever statistician 1947 : Analysis of statistics begins when Dodgers GIM hires fires ever statistician 
Allan RothAllan Roth

● 1977 : Bill James invents idea of sabermetrics through published work1977 : Bill James invents idea of sabermetrics through published work

Purpouses ?Purpouses ?

● To compare key performances among certain specific players under realistic data To compare key performances among certain specific players under realistic data 
conditionsconditions

●   To provide prediction of future performance of a given player or a teamTo provide prediction of future performance of a given player or a team

● To provide a useful function of the player's contributions to his teamTo provide a useful function of the player's contributions to his team



Traditionnal measurments vs SabermetricsTraditionnal measurments vs Sabermetrics

Batting measurements Batting measurements 
● Traditionnal measure :   Batting average =Traditionnal measure :   Batting average =  

● Problems : - ignores any other way a batter can reach base besides a hit                Problems : - ignores any other way a batter can reach base besides a hit                
               - does not distinguish between hits (i.e., singles, doubles, triples, and                - does not distinguish between hits (i.e., singles, doubles, triples, and 
home runs) and gives each hit equal valuehome runs) and gives each hit equal value

● Improvements :  - On base Percentage (OBP) : measure of how often a batter Improvements :  - On base Percentage (OBP) : measure of how often a batter 
reaches base                                                                                                            reaches base                                                                                                            
                         - Slugging Percentage (SLG) : measure of the power of a hitter                         - Slugging Percentage (SLG) : measure of the power of a hitter

                                                    - On base Plus Slugging (OPS)- On base Plus Slugging (OPS)

hits
Total.of.at.bats



H + BB+ HBP
AB+ BB+ HBP+ SF

Mathematical detailsMathematical details

● OBP =                                                                                                                                                            
                        

 H = Hits , BB = Bases on Balls (Walks), HBP = Hit By Pitch, AB = At bat, SF = Sacrifice fly

● SLG =

● OPS =  OBP + SLG

 

1B+ 2B+ 3B+ 4HR
at−base Rating OBP

Excellent 0.400

Great 0.370

Average 0.320

Poor 0.300

Awful 0.290



Pittching measurements Pittching measurements 
● Traditionnal measure : Earned run average = 9*(number of runs allowed) / (number of innings Traditionnal measure : Earned run average = 9*(number of runs allowed) / (number of innings 

pitched)                                                                                                                                 pitched)                                                                                                                                 

● Problems : does not separate the ability of the pitcher from the abilities of the fielders that Problems : does not separate the ability of the pitcher from the abilities of the fielders that 
he plays withhe plays with

● Improvements : Fielding Independant Pitching (FIP) : «  what a player's ERA should have Improvements : Fielding Independant Pitching (FIP) : «  what a player's ERA should have 
looked like with average   performance of play from defense »looked like with average   performance of play from defense »

FIP =                                         FIP =                                         

Cst ∞ 3

Rating FIP

Excellent 2.90

Great 3.25

Average 4.00

Poor 4.50

Awful 5.00

(13∗HR)+ (3∗(BB+ HBP ))−2∗STR
Innings pitched

+ Cst



More and more statisticsMore and more statistics  

● The WAR : Wins Above Replacement : summary of a player's total contribution to his The WAR : Wins Above Replacement : summary of a player's total contribution to his 
team                                                                                                                            team                                                                                                                            
How much value would the team be losing if he got injured or replaced by an average How much value would the team be losing if he got injured or replaced by an average 
replacement player ?replacement player ?



Life example : Billy BeaneLife example : Billy Beane

● Moneyball by Micheal LewisMoneyball by Micheal Lewis

● Chronicles a low-budget Oakland Athletics GM and his effective use of Chronicles a low-budget Oakland Athletics GM and his effective use of 
sabermetricssabermetrics

● His story His story 

● His strategyHis strategy

● His successes His successes 



                    ConclusionConclusion
● Baseball statistics are a tool to help to understand the game and improve  a team Baseball statistics are a tool to help to understand the game and improve  a team 

performanceperformance

● Traditionnal statistics : Traditionnal statistics : 

– Not very informativeNot very informative

– MisleadingMisleading

● Sabermetrics : Sabermetrics : 

– More sophisticated More sophisticated 

– Take into account a lot more variables Take into account a lot more variables 

– Future...Future...



          ENDEND
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